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to the challenges that will face us but
overcome them by our collective effort.
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In the play, a despondent Hamlet was
contemplating death and suicide. But
that’s neither our mood nor style in
CUDRRS. We are minded to make our
sporting lives and those of others enjoyable and make sacrifices in doing so.
How do you intend to contribute to the
Society this year? Have you made any
plans yet and informed the officers
when you will be available?
What help do you need to become a
better referee? Have you identified this
and arranged to get it through a course
or from a colleague? Are you in for a
fun season in the company of friends?

James, John, Stuart and Ian deserve
the full cooperation of our referees and
Charles deserves the same from our
advisers
Referees and Advisers please RSVP
whenever they ask.

They, and the other officers from PresiThis issue of CONTACT is intended to dent downwards, want all of us to have
kick off 2014-15 with pride and purpose. a good time as members of CUDRRS
We can justifiably be proud of what we and feel part of a winning team. We are.
achieve and the way our officers run the
Society to make it possible. They deFinance Manager
serve our full support.
CUDRRS, a leading refereeing serThe following pages give advice so that vices provider, seeks a dynamic and
results-oriented member with some
performances will improve and news
experience in financial accounting.
about colleagues to make CUDRRS
feel like a Rugby club and a family.
It would be nice if we could find that
person but anyone prepared to look
Are you in for this? It’s your choice.
after our Society’s cash will do.
Enjoy your Rugby whatever you do.
Volunteers please inform our
EDITOR
Hon. Sec. David Tyrrell a.s.a.p.

DATES FOR YOUR
2014 DIARY
Tuesday, 2nd Sept . 2014
7.30 pm
at Shelford RUFC
Special General Meeting and
issue of new kit
Please bring along any
CUDRRS kit you no longer
need so it can be redistributed to other members.
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ARE YOU IN?
Summer 2014 has come and gone with all the speed
of a CUDRRS referee at the breakdown. Zoom in.
Zoom out.
We are about to embark on another season working
towards Better Rugby.
Are you in good shape? Have you kept yourself fit
since your last game in May?
Hopefully, you have and also cleansed your Acme
Thunderer for a clear sounding blow. You may even
have found time to put a new pea in it.

YO YO TEST (continued)
Seven were in. Well done to Steve Johnson, Stu
Knowling, Joe McWilliams, Guy Mulley, James Pepper,
David Tyrrell and Ben Whyall for giving it a go (and
avoiding the leaking gym roof). Thanks to Mike Runswick
for supervising. Four of the participants scored between
level 15.4 and 15.8 with Joe McWilliams setting the highest score. Details of the test are given on the website.
“The main observation from the participants was surprise
at how quickly shuttle speeds increased compared with
the bleep test – this was a test for heart and lungs rather
than legs” added David.

ARE YOU IN?

How did you spend the break? There were matches
to watch on TV as the Northern hemisphere nations
travelled in hope Southwards.

Control is what we are talking about here. Referees need
to establish this early and decide how they choose to
exercise it over players. What will you do?

The odd result looked promising for England and
Wales, especially the latter’s match against South
Africa when they lost by just one point.

The issue of dissent and its increasing incidence is featured in an article on the South African Referees website.
It refers to the game between South Africa and Wales in
Nelspruit when the outcome of the match was determined at the end by a penalty try. The referee made his
decision helped by an assistant and the television match
official.

Twice England got close to giving the All Blacks a decent game but that was as far as it went. Good pack,
shame about the backs. The choice of tactics could
have been better too.
The IRB referees certainly made their choice evident
about the put in to the scrum. They chose to opt out
from the law. It’s fair to assume now that the art of
hooking has been killed off by inept officials capitulating to the demands of professional players. Cowardice or complicity. You choose which.
However, CUDRRS referees will stay true to the code
and ensure that the ball is put in down the middle
every time to the scrum and the lineout, won’t they?
It’s your choice but remember you are being watched.
I don’t only mean by advisers but by the players too.
They will be looking at your performance to see how
much they can get away with.

Whilst all this was happening, both captains, Victor
Matfield and Alun Wyn- Jones, hovered round the referee
and had their say to him as he tried to concentrate on
getting his decision right. They did so with increasing emphasis apparently believing they had a right to do so.
It seems that some players think that if they are right and
the referee is wrong, they should get their way.
Law 10.4 (s) All players must respect the authority of the
referee. They must not dispute the referee’s decisions.
Sanction: Penalty kick
There is nothing in the Laws of the game that gives a
captain the right to ask the referee a question, let alone
dispute their decisions.

Be slack and you will find the players will show dissent to your decisions.

Of course, referees will treat a captain's courtesy with
equal courtesy.

They will lose confidence in your competence. It will
lead to confusion and confrontation and then your
loss of control. You C what I mean?

One of the differences between rugby and soccer has
been the way rugby players have accepted a referee's
decisions. Challenging the referee is on the increase it
seems If this carries on, the game will suffer.

YO-YO TEST

We may find the game reverts to how decisions were
made before 1892. Then, players decided what was right
and wrong in what happened on the field?

Am I fit for purpose? Every self respecting referee
should ask themselves this question. The Yo-Yo intermittent fitness test is a great way to find out ones level
of physical fitness in terms of cardiovascular endurance. It also measures an individual’s ability to endure
repeated periods of vigorous activity followed by short
active breaks like refereeing a rugby match.
Superfit David Tyrrell sent CONTACT this report following his first experience of the test on 14th August.
“They may not have been magnificent but seven referees became the first CUDRRS guinea pigs for the Yo
Yo intermittent recovery level 1 test in the gym at the
Leys School . We’ve had the Jam test, Bleep test and
now the RFU gives us the Yo Yo test” said David.

Each team chose an umpire who were asked to decide if
the captains disagreed. If the umpires did not agree they
referred it to the appointed man on the side line, the
referee. This could take long in discussion and debate.
Are you in? We all need to be to preserve the best of
Rugby, its discipline, respect, sportsmanship and enjoyment.
Don’t opt out and surrender your management.
Cut out their cackle. Choose to be in control.
PS Visit https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5YUF9LSXAk to see how Nigel Owens deals with a
vociferous scrum half.
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The articles in this month’s issue are intended to assist CUDRRS members to prepare for the coming
season. We will only become better at what we do in Rugby if we continue to learn how we can be.

NOT SO SIMPLE
The following article comes from the NZ Herald
and was sent in by Jeff Miles.
Some sports are simple to understand. And then there
is Rugby. That's not a bad thing. Most of us fully appreciate the fact that Rugby is a breakdown wrapped
in a scramble inside a scrum reset.
It is a mysterious sport, built upon mystifying decisions. It remains, for instance, the only oval-ball code
in which the ball remains in play once the player in
possession of it has fallen to ground.
What sort of masochist creates a game like this?
Bless him, he knew he was on to a winner.
Rugby, at its most fundamental, doesn't sound complicated. The objective is to get the ball over the opposition try line as many times as possible, while stopping
the other team doing the same thing. There's nothing
overly taxing intellectually about that.
No, the objectives of the game are the easy part.
Where things become confusing is in Rugby's rigid
adherence to a little thing called…. The Laws.
Seriously? What other game has laws? Most sports
are happy with rules. Rules are easy. You play by
them or you pay the price. You are offside or you are
not offside. The ball goes forward or it does not.
Rules are black and white, not open to interpretation.
Laws, on the other hand, are infinitely interpretable,
and invariably grey. Rules have rulers. Laws require
lawyers.
Unfortunately (or fortunately) Rugby does not have
lawyers. It has referees.
Sometimes it has a lawyer on the field who thinks he's
the referee, but mostly, it has plain old referees. Poor
souls.

Unlike those sports that can boast only a rule book,
Rugby, by virtue of its laws, necessitates a requirement
for refereeing law interpretation based on gut feeling.
When something doesn't look right on a Rugby pitch, it
usually isn't.
The best referees are the ones who can harness this
instinct; an instinct built upon hours of on-field work
at all levels of the game.
The referees we consider the best in the business all
have this feel for what's going on out there. They understand what a team is trying to do, and how another team
is trying to stop them doing it.
They also understand that every game has its own momentum; that when teams are under pressure they are
likely to offend.
Their job may be to make judgments on points of law,
but there must also be a certain amount of forensic work
undertaken to underpin every decision.
As complicated a job as this is, the best referees seem
to manage the task.
And they manage it well. The best manage it with great
communication - both with the players on the field and
their assistant referees. It is amazing that the concept of
regular refereeing teams - a referee and two assistants
who work together on most games - was really only formulated over the last 18 months.
At least the sport now has something approximating a
regular, on-the-same-page, refereeing unit.
The best referees should be the ones with the whistle
The next best should be the ones with the touch flags.
The ones deemed, rightly or wrongly, not good enough
to hold either, are confined to the TMO booth - where
they have full powers to preside over almost every crucial decision in the game.

They would have a better chance of finishing “Infinite
Some sports are simple to understand. And then
Jest” than memorising the entire Laws of Rugby, a
document that rivals the giant American novel in length there is Rugby.
and could probably bear the same title.
(The Laws book has 209 pages compared with 1,104
pages in the novel but the point is well made.. Ed).
Refereeing is a complicated business. At any stage
there are 30 moving parts on the field, with any number of outcomes originating from a single phase.
Throw into the mix an ever-expanding collection of
minor technicalities, each of which can be obligated,
mitigated, or litigated, and the constant need to update
the players in-game on their compliance or otherwise
to the specific laws which currently apply to the specific part of the game in which they are participating in
and ... well, is it any wonder when things go pearshaped?
(You might like to read that again.. Editor)

Comment: Better refereeing requires that we know how
the game is being played and what players are trying to
do. Are you in to this?
Better Rugby results when the referee knows the laws
and applies them sensibly. That necessitates study and
practice. It means being fit and fast enough to get to and
be where the action is. Referees have to have the mental alertness to make the best decision so that the enjoyment of players and their confidence in the referee is
maintained.
With the start of a new season, this article reminds us
that whistling is not easy but with thorough preparation
and total commitment it can become easier.
Thanks Jeff for reminding us.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Those members who regularly attend our meetings need no introduction to
our Star of the Month, Ben Whyall. He is instantly recognisable by size and
smile and can be relied upon to comment sensibly in discussions.
In his second spell of membership with CUDRRS, Ben tells us something
about himself so we can get to know him better.
1. How did you first get involved with Rugby?
I started to watch the TV programme Rugby Special in the pre league rugby
days. Then I began playing at Impington VC and Hills Road SFC, rapidly
finding my home in the front row due to my lithe figure and high speed.
2. What do you like most about Rugby?
This is a tricky question but I think it is the global Rugby family and the
camaraderie it offers. I have been all over the world and had chats with
rugby people prompted by someone recognising my shirt or logos. I have made lots of friends in the game over
the many years I have been involved.
3. What attracted you to refereeing?
Having got injured, I ran touch. I found it a challenge and a way to stay involved while recovering. Our very own
Tony Kennedy suggested I take the referee training course which I did. I enjoyed my early games and haven’t
looked back. Between my two spells with CUDRRS, I have refereed with the London, Dorset and Wilts, Gloucester and Staffordshire societies. Whilst studying at Brunel University, I played and refereed (not at the same time).
4. What has been your happiest experience as a referee so far?
Another tricky question and it’s a close run thing. Probably it is the Nat West Cup game between The Leys and
Saffron Walden schools last season. Both sides just wanted to play fluid, quick rugby and responded to me. The
away side won from the last play of the game. Afterwards, everyone in both teams just said what a great game it
had been. Other highlights include refereeing at the National Schools Sevens and the BUCS finals.
5. What aspect of refereeing don’t you like?
There is an increasing amount of dissent slowly creeping into the game these days. It comes from players not
understanding the laws and what referees are looking to achieve. It is not helped by some of the media coverage
and commentary.
6. Who or what has influenced your refereeing the most?
I have been influenced by a number of referees over my career, including Tony Kennedy from CUDRRS. I have
been fortunate enough to officiate with a number of National Panel referees and spend time with them, including
Wayne Barnes. I also try to referee in a way that delivers what I would be looking for, that is for all 30 players to
have the best time that they can have and remain safe.
7. What refereeing ambitions do you wish to fulfil?
I would like to reach the point where I am considered to be a safe pair of hands competent to do the majority of
games that we would have in County and maybe make the odd trip further afield. Above all though, I would like to
be known as a fair and safe referee.
8. What are your refereeing priorities for the current season?
To work on my fitness to get there quicker and try to clean up the breakdown when the players aren’t keeping it
clean themselves.
9. What do wish the Society to do to help you achieve your priorities and ambitions?
Having rejoined the Society after a long absence, I have been delighted to find the level of support it makes available. I was left a little to my own devices in London because I was not going to the National Panel and I was safe.
It has been great to have been seen on a number of occasions, had access to a match video and also the opportunity to get involved in a variety of different rugby including schools and club games It would be nice to have the
opportunity to referee on exchange with other societies within the Federation and beyond.
10. What are your interests outside Rugby?
As a few of you are probably aware, I am a cricket umpire and also a umpire tutor which keeps me occupied during the summer, I am on the committee of the local umpires association.
My latest interest has to be my son, Julian, who was born in February and after a tricky start he is doing well and
is filling out nicely. He helps to keep me occupied and out of trouble.
CONTACT is compiled, edited and distributed by Mike Dimambro, Honorary Member.
Members are asked to send in comments, articles, questions etc on rugby matters concerning refereeing and
CUDRRS.
Just email michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or phone 01223 564459. Have your say!!!
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AREAS FOR ATTENTION

UNDER COVER

Most referees had assessments last season. Areas of
their performance requiring attention i.e. improvement
were identified in the reports they were given.

A question regarding insurance for referees was raised
at the AGM. Honorary Secretary David Tyrrell has provided this answer.
Details on the RFU cover can be found at
www.rfu.com/managingrugby/insurance
Please note that the RFU Scheme is very limited. It
covers third party liability and serious injury - including that which might be sustained on the way
directly to and from the ground but not if this is
covered by a vehicle insurance.
For serious injury the RFU Scheme provides a
Safety at the scrum is paramount.
lump sum in the event of a specific injury e.g. loss
of a limb, loss of an eye. But the amounts are not
great – total paralysis is just £100K.
Schoolteachers are covered by the RFU Insurance
Scheme provided their school is affiliated to the
English Schools RFU. Any insurance that the
school has is additional and, if it covers sport, may
provide more cover than the RFU scheme.
However schoolteachers are always most welcome
to join the Society and will need to do so if they
wish to be appointed by the Society to officiate at a
non School game.
All queries on RFU insurance should be directed to
Marsh and Co., the administrators of the RFU
scheme, at rfu.clubs@marsh.com

NO CHANGE
In keeping with Government policy, CUDRRS has done
its bit to keep the cost of living down, It has decided not
to raise members subscriptions yet again. The charge
to clubs for match officials also stays the same.
Members are reminded that their subscriptions are
due by 1st November.
The rates are
Full Members
Associate Members
Student Members

£ 20
£ 10
£ 5

Clubs will again be charged £20 for each match official
they get from CUDRRS.
Please pay your subscription for 2014-5, preferably by
cheque made payable to CUDRRS, by posting it to
CUDRRS
c/o Paul Wilson
Optimum Packaging Ltd.
Boleness Road
Wisbech
Cambs
PE13 2RE
Paul continues to exercise stewardship over our funds
although he had decided to give up the post of Financial Manager. We have yet to recruit a replacement or
get a volunteer to take over from him.
Once again CONTACT makes a plea for members to
come forward and say “I’ll do it”. Will you?

Those keen to become better referees will have spent
time thinking about how they were going to achieve this.
The following advice is being given to Australian referees for 2014 and is offered here to stimulate CUDRRS
referees in their preparation for the season ahead.
SCRUM
Safety at the scrum is paramount.
The referee must control the engagement process.
Each of the 3 calls of CROUCH BIND SET should result in an action by the players. If any part of the
scrum set-up is not right, the referee should call the
front rows up and re-start the process.
Ensure that the scrum is stationary and stable before
the feed - no hit and chase off the mark (FK).
TACKLE
Referees must ensure the tackler first clearly releases
the tackled player and then either rolls away or gets to
his feet before attempting to play the ball. The tackler
must not hold onto the tackled player as he gets to his
feet. A player who remains standing in the tackle must
clearly release the tackled player and ball before going
back to play the ball. This standing and/or assist tackler
must show clear release, i.e. ‘daylight’.
Attacking players must arrive supporting their own
body weight and not deliberately go to ground to seal
possession or deny a contest.
Post-Tackle
Driving out’ at the tackle must be near the ball – i.e.
1 metre width either side of the ball. Players must
not interfere with players on the fringes or past the ball
who are not involved in the tackle/ruck.
OFFSIDE IN GENERAL PLAY
Offside players who are advancing are cutting down
options for counter attack forcing the receiving team to
kick as their first option.
Referees must penalise offside players and should no
longer rely on continually verbally managing these players because by advancing they have already
had an impact on play.
Unless they are either standing still, or retreating out of
the 10m zone as applicable offside players cannot be
put onside by an onside team mate running past them.
DANGEROUS PLAY
Lifting tackles that place players in danger of injury must
have serious consequences. The onus is on the tackler
to complete the tackle safely. Dropping or throwing
tackled players once they are in a dangerous position is
to be strongly sanctioned. Any time a tackled player's
legs are lifted above horizontal it should result in a
yellow card as a minimum.
If the tackled player is lifted and lands on his shoulder
or head area it should result in a red card.
A tackled player placing a hand down at the last second
to stop a 'head or shoulder area landing' should
not influence this sanction.
Start thinking !!!!!
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The following is an edited version of an article on the
Auckland Rugby Referees Association website.

If the attackers immediately pass the ball back to the
player at the rear of the “group”, the referee will tell
them to “use it” which they must do immediately.

It deals with the increasing use of a tactic at the line out
where the defending team opts not to engage at the
maul at all.

If they continue to drive forward with the ball at the back
and did not release the ball, the referee will award a
scrum for “accidental offside” rather than PK for obstruction.

TO MAUL OR NOT TO MAUL

This tactic was used at the recent Junior World Champi- The Auckland referees believe that teams who are
onships and the IRB made a decision around how the
adept at mauling will very quickly make use of their opreferee should apply the Law for that tournament.
tions to their advantage. Therefore defending teams will
be taking a massive risk if they choose not to compete
Thinking ahead in anticipation of teams making more
with the initial maul.
use of this tactic, the Auckland Referees, have issued
Additionally, the message to referees regarding the atadvice to their members.
tacking team formation is:
Referees need to ensure that the ball is
The interpretation of law they have adopted In order to 1.
not transferred from the jumper to the back player
provide consistency when a defending team chooses
before a proper maul is formed.
not to engage in the potential maul from a lineout is:
1.
If the defenders in the lineout choose to not
2.
Referees need to be vigilant on attacking players
engage the lineout drive by “leaving the lineout as
“joining on their own maul ahead of the ball cara group”. Penalty Kick to team in possession.
rier & last players in their own maul” – they need
to ensure attacking players join from the back
2.
If the defenders in the lineout choose not to en(just as they expect the defenders to do).
gage the line out drive by simply opening up a
gap & “creating space” & not leaving the lineout, The interpretation they have adopted is consistent with
current law. It is the same as that to be applied in Super
the following process should be followed:
Rugby.
If the attackers were to drive down-field they would
need to keep the ball with the front player. It would be
Editor: CONTACT will keep an eye open to see if the
right to play on as general play. The defenders could
RFU issues similar advise to Community referees.
either engage to form a maul, or only tackle the ball carReaders comments on this tactic and how referees
rier .
should deal with it are invited.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

AMBITIOUS - YES OR NO?

Leaving his lederhosen behind, Jeff Miles is returning
to CUDRRS from France and his spell with the Swiss
Rugby Federation. He emailed CONTACT to say

“Blessed are those that have no expectations, they
shall not be disappointed. Cursed are they that have no
ambition, they shall not have anything to look forward
to.”

Just to let you know, I shall be coming back to the UK
on Aug 31st, as I have just secured a very lucrative
position within commuter distance of my home.
I am very pleased about coming back but I cannot say
that Sue and the kids will be as pleased as I am. So
anybody who did not take up my offer for a cheap holidays has missed out.
I shall miss the scenery, cheap wine, sunshine, good
cheese, free house, free car and covering all of Switzerland with my Rugby and a multitude of other things
but I have been offered a position I cannot turn down.
I shall get back with CUDRRS and also be able to
watch both of my boys play, especially Matt, as it is
probably his last season.
Hopefully be there for the first meeting in September
Please also say Hi to the society. Looking forward to
meeting all the new faces and the very old ones again.

We should approach every season with the intention of
enjoying it and wanting to achieve something by the
time it ends. Will 2014– 2015 be pointless for you or
do you have the ambition to make it meaningful?
Set yourself some targets and have expectations that
you can reach them. Your targets need not be too ambitious but should be sufficiently challenging for you .
Sufficient for you to be able to say “Well done” to yourself next May.
If you need help or ideas, come along to our monthly
meetings. Chat with senior members of the society or
your peers. Identify your problems. Hear solutions.
Share your views. Ask the Training Manager to set up
a session on a topic you need help with.
Have you seen yourself refereeing? You may have
practiced your hand signals in front of a long mirror but
CUDRRS can provide you with a much better image.

Editor: We are having a French exchange. In Alsace its Our Sony is available for filming you in action and you
Au revoir to Jeff Miles and somewhere else in France can then watch a video of your refereeing performance
they will be saying Bienvenu to Alex Woolley.
on screen. Contact Mike Dimambro to book camera
CUDRRS retains its international links.
and crew for a future appointment.
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AT HOME ON THE WEB

UNTANGLING THE WEB

There are advantages and disadvantages in having a
Society website. Here are some of each. It

makes open communication easier and gives
better access to and delivery of information

allows members to air views, discuss ideas, ask
questions and share links

provides opportunity to widen contacts

targets a bigger audience and makes it a
potential recruitment tool

enhances our reputation
These are worth having.

For the last few years, our society has been limping
along with a website that held some useful documents,
but did nothing else.

On the other hand, it can

open the door to possible hacking, spam,
virus attacks, scams and identity theft

and some members may use it negatively.
These can be combated if they should occur,
CONTACT supports the creation of a lively, vibrant
and dynamic website to complement what it is doing
to stimulate communication between us in CUDRRS.
Members cannot have avoided becoming aware that
Sam Vail has built a new home for us at
http://www.pitchero.com/clubs/cudrrs/.
You can reach it by simply typing in CUDRRS in your
Google Search box. Simples!!
In the adjoining column Sam explains what he is
doing and what he would like members to do.
Surf along with “Supersam”.

Adding new files had become a laborious process and
nothing was easy. When I was asked by President Jon to
fill the role of Communications Manager for CUDRRS,
top of my list of priorities was to do something with the
website.
Several options were considered including keeping the
current setup, constructing something new in Word press
or James Pepper’s suggestion, which was to look at
Pitchero.
This I did and decided that for ease of use by all of the
Management Group, Pitchero would be the way to go.
There are lots of features in it that we simply won’t use
such as Teams, Fixtures, League table, etc. Some features that we will use a lot such as the ability to quickly
and easily upload Documents, update News and events,
easy to find Officials contact details for potential new
members. And then there are some features available
that we may decide to use in the future such as Payment
pages, Shopping pages and a Forum.
So far, over 50 members have signed up We are uploading documents and files so that the website can now
be the valuable resource it ought to be. You will also find
past issues of the Contact newsletter and each new issue will also appear here. News and future events will be
going up when available.
There are Links to the regions Clubs and our Sponsors.
We even have a link to our CUDRRS Twitter feed. And
has anybody spotted the refined version of the CUDRRS
logo?
If anybody sees something they don’t like, please let me
know and I will try and change it. If anybody has any
news or dates that they feel other members need to
know, email me and I will post the details. Remember,
this is the Face of the Society that everybody will be able
to see. Please check back with the site regularly as new
material will constantly be uploaded.
Sam Vail Communications Manager

THE ACE OF CLUBS
This is not a reference to Rory McIlroy’s favourite putter but to the annual search to identify which of our local
clubs give match officials the warmest welcome, most respect and best hospitality. Whilst it is true that our clubs
generally treat referees well, it is also true that there is no guarantee that this behaviour will continue.
We need to have an incentive for clubs to keep up their standards and the competition for the Whistlers’ Trophy
provides this. But there is a caveat. If referees fail to report how they were received and treated, the clubs will
think that this does not matter. It does and that is why Steve Cardy, our
Trophy scores accountant, hopes that more of our referees will feed info into
him at least once a month.
Each issue of CONTACT will contain a reminder for referees to send Steve
their assessments of clubs’ performances. Steve will be at monthly meetings
to collect the as yet unsubmitted scores. This adds to his workload. You can
reduce his burden by cooperating rather than having to be chased. If you already do so, Thanks. If you do not, it is time to do better.
Which club will turn up trumps this season? It’s your deal.
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WESTWARD HO
Next season most of our affiliated clubs at first team level and below will be playing in the west following the
restructuring of league rugby for the Community game. Welcome to Eastern Counties Two (West) and
Eastern Counties Three (West).
“Every Eastern Counties club will be affected by one or other of the Competition Reviews that have taken place
over the past few months. The RFU review mainly affected clubs at Levels 3 to 6 and aimed to reduce travelling
and the number of games being played to prevent player burn-out. Those changes affecting the league structure
will not take effect until the 2016/17 season”.
So writes Eastern Counties representative to the RFU, Andrew Sarek, on the ECRU website. He continues
“The Eastern Counties competitions review saw radical changes at the bottom end of the leagues with Merit tables scrapped and 2nd, 3rd and 4th teams entering the Eastern Counties leagues. Eastern Counties Two has
been split three ways; North, South and West with a new Eastern Counties Three split the same way and Eastern
Counties Four divided North and South.
There are now 90 teams in the Eastern Counties Leagues playing in nine divisions. The aim is for competitive
games without players having to travel too far, although it may take a couple of seasons to settle down fully”.
Members should take a look at the new website for Eastern Counties Rugby http://www.ecrurugby.com.
Like CUDRRS and many rugby clubs, the Constituent Body has chosen the Pitchero format for the future.
According to the RFU, the revised structure offers clubs a balanced number of home games per season and a
varied diet of league and Cup rugby within a 35 weeks season. The maximum of matches played by most clubs at
Level 3 and below between September and April will not exceed 30
The changes which affect the Rugby to which we appoint referees means that Level 6 clubs will compete in
leagues of 12 teams with an optional national cup competition. The competition and operation of league rugby at
Level 7 and below will continue to be determined locally with optional National cup competition organised by Divisions. For us this means Eastern Counties CB and London and South East.
Get ready to referee more local derbies with more intense competition in these Greene King sponsored leagues
Eastern Counties Two (West)
Mildenhall & Red Lodge
Bury St Edmunds 3
Saffron Walden 2
Cambridge Exiles
Renegades
Shelford 4
Cantabrigian 2
Sawston
March Bears

Eastern Counties Three (West)
Royston 2
Newmarket Development
Ely Development
Saffron Walden 3
Cambourne Exiles
Wendons Ambo
Shelford 5
Cantabrigian 3
St Ives 2

DELAY IS THE MOTHER OF DISSENSION
CONTACT has advocated constantly that referees must set their standards for all aspects of play at the first opportunity they have in a match. To delay is to increase the chances of being called inconsistent, of decisions being challenged and the control of the of game being lost. At the very first breakdown, scrum, lineout and high
tackle make your requirements clear. Penalise players if they go off their feet, shove too soon, put the ball in
crooked or go round the neck to stop an opponent. You may give players who jump early at line out a second
chance if you wish to manage this practice out rather than penalise first time. Zero tolerance here would not be
appropriate. No need to get stroppy or severe on the first time incidence of minor offences but for obvious fouls
and cheating you could follow this example reported in Planet Rugby.
Craig Joubert's early decision: Many a referee would have settled with giving Chiefs centre Tim Nanai-Williams
a warning when he blatantly slowed down a ruck in the fourth minute against the Brumbies .
Joubert though, saw the cynical nature of the offence and rightly sent him to the sin-bin in an early warning to the
other 29 players. What happened? We had a great game of rugby as those on the field took the message on
board that no messing would be tolerated. So well done to the South African referee, who saw an offence such as
this being yellow whether it's in the fourth or 74th minute.
Make a point of doing the right thing from the start and get better Rugby as a result. The price of ten minutes in
the sin bin for one player is worth it if the rest stay on the field and play the game, fairly and in good spirit..
Worth a try is it not?
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STAR’S TREK ENTERPRISE
Our star of Sunday appointments is appealing (and so are the other appointments officers by the way).
John Hanlon ,though, is appealing through CONTACT for our support in a little expedition he is undertaking.
He explains here what it is all about
John’s Trans — Cornwall Trek

Getting Kody to Japan

My grandson, Kody, has been selected to attend the World Scout Jamboree in Japan next year.
He needs to raise £2,000 for his own place and then more for the group.
To help him raise this, I proposed we do a sponsored walk. So over a week in August I will
walk with Kody, Rachel (Kody’s Mum) and his cousins Tom and Charli.
We aim to cross Cornwall from North to South on the Saints’ Way and then back from South to
North along the Smugglers’ Way as far as we can get in the time The total distance would be
64 miles we hope to do at least 50 miles in the time available.
I will be at the meeting in September if anyone would like to sponsor me.
Cheers, John
Note: The walks stretch from Padstow to Fowey and from Looe to Boscastle.
We want John to return in September to carry on the astronomical amount of work he does
for Youth Rugby, so please be generous and encourage him to walk right back into the
ARECUDRRS fold. He realises that he will have to complete the trek to collect the sponsorship money despite sun, snow, rain or fog. His group needs a marching song and
CONTACT suggests The Siegfried Line with the words “Whether the weather may be wet
or fine we’ll just rub along without a care”.
Anyone willing to sponsor him in kind like a few bottles of Radox Herbal Muscle Soak?.

ARE YOU IN?

NO LONGER IN

These three words begin the questions we should all be
asking ourselves from the start of the season .

After a review of our active membership, eleven
names have been removed from the list. No longer
in are David Allen of Emmanuel College, for whom
we once had high hopes, Mark Flitton, Peter Dreuitt
of Camborne and Stephen Snoddy of the Manchester Society. Stephen wishes to stay in contact with
CUDRRS via the newsletter. He can also do so
through our brand new website. So why not register
and be in even more Stephen?

Whether you are refereeing or advising, a bit of self analysis would be useful before, during and after each game
Are you
1.
in good shape physically and mentally
2.
in tune with the modern game
3.
in position to see what is happening to make the
right decisions
4.
in full knowledge of the laws
5.
in to chatting with players and colleagues after the
match
6.
in touch with the relevant appointments secretary
about your future availability.
7.
in the group of referees who religiously report their
Whistlers Trophy marks to Steve Cardy
8.
in the regular bunch of members who attend
monthly meetings
9.
in-tending to become a better official this season
10. in good financial standing with the Society
11. in contact with potential new referees.
The answer to each will be YES in lots of cases. If any
match official answers NO to one or more of them, please
try harder. Better Refereeing for Better Rugby remember.

We also say goodbye to five probationers from Kings
School, Ely and Fiona Gillanders.

ADVICE FROM POPE FRANCIS
Pope Francis has offered the world ten pieces of
advice as a recipe for a happy, more fulfilled life. In
one of them he said people will also be much happier when they stop trying too hard to bring others
round to their way of thinking – including on religion.
He said the church grows “by attraction, not proselytising”, and added that the best way to get through to
anyone was with “dialogue, starting with his or her
own identity”.
This got me thinking about whether this had any application to refereeing and our approach to recruitment. Are we trying too hard? Is there a better way?

I rather like the concept of referees being attractive that their numbers grow as a result. How to be so?
CUDRRS folk should always show they enjoy being part of Rugby (e.g. by smiling during the game, being ready
to discuss the match afterwards in the bar and dressing smartly on and off the pitch). That’s what will make them
attractive. If they do, people will be more prepared to approach them and engage in conversation about refereeing. Thus a good opportunity is created to show pride in the society and to talk about recruitment. Why not follow
the Pope’s advice and make ourselves even more attractive. Let’s be happy and tell others why we are.
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ON THE MOVE

BIG AGENDA

Back Home

We are in for more than just a discussion about money
at the SMG.

Huanying huilai tian he jiaren
Tim O’Connell has returned to the UK with wife, Jenny,
and daughter, Tara. His contract to work in China for
Johnson Matthey has ended and he has been reassigned by the company to its principal operating facility
at Royston.
Tim has to return to Shanghai to wrap things up there
but assures CONTACT that his kit is in a crate on route
to England. His smiling face will be soon be seen
among CUDRRS once again.
From Switzerland
Welcome to new member John Coates who is relocating to the Cambridge area and joining the Society. He is
a member of London graded 6 (7+1) but has lived in
Switzerland for the last 4 years where he refereed at
their highest Level A panel and also officiated in some
FIRA (Rugby Europ) Internationals. John is a qualified
TJ and Adviser as well.
Upwards and onwards
Congratulations to Craig Maxwell Keys who became a
full time referee with the RFU from
1st August.
Craig is relocating to Staffordshire
but has promised to pop across to
see us at one of our meetings
whenever he gets the chance and
especially if we want him to do a
presentation.
(Dave Howell please note)
Craig and Tom Foley from the Bristol Society have been
appointed as Trainee Full Time Referees for the
2014/15 season. They join the Professional Game
Match Officials Team (PGMOT) immediately and Tony
Spreadbury, the Head of PGMOT, says that they have
the ability to develop further.
Both have gained promotion from Chris White’s Referee
Academy, and become the second and third officials to
do so since it was introduced four years ago.
Read more about them on the RFU website

http://www.rfu.com/news/2014/august/newsarticles/060814_maxwellkeys_foley_refs …

THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH
"Trust that little voice in your head that
says, 'Wouldn't it be interesting if…
And then do it."

Dave Howell told CONTA CT “It promises to be a busy
evening if we are to cram in the SGM and new shirt
distribution .
I intend, if time allows, to reiterate the concussion policy, look at current RFU guidelines that might affect us
this season and introduce a monthly series throughout
the season looking at referees signals
There are 46 of them illustrated in the Law book. How
many do we know and give correctly?”
For other meetings, Dave is constantly seeking new
ideas and guest speakers to help.
If you have any particular topic you wish to have covered or suggestions how we could use these meetings
in other ways to achieve better refereeing, please let

OVER 50’S CLUB
This Club has few members because to be eligible to
join you have to have refereed 50 international
matches.
There are seven, Jonathan Kaplan (the first) and Craig
Joubert of South Africa, Alain Roland of Ireland, Steve
Walsh of New Zealand/Australia, Nigel Owens of
Wales and two Englishmen from Gloucestershire.
Wayne Barnes overtook
Chris White’s record of 50
Tests when he refereed Australia’s recent 6-0 win
against France in June.
Wayne commented “When
you start out refereeing, you
only dream of being involved
in international rugby
and watching the best players go about their trade from
the best seat in the house.
During those 51 matches, I
have been fortunate enough
to be involved in some great
matches, to see some great players and to work with,
and become friends with, some fantastic match officials. For that I consider myself extremely fortunate”.
CONTACT believes that Wayne considers CUDRRS
amongst his friends. He refereed for us in the Laws Lab
and was coached by our Mike Runswick whilst studying
at the UEA and refereeing with Eastern Counties.
With the help of experienced referees his dream became a reality. Such help is available in CUDRRS to
get our referees to their personal tops.

There are two diametrically opposed ways to referee – the
POSITIVE and the NEGATIVE

The message to all our referees who have ambition to
become better whistlers is have a plan, get watched
and even videoed as a way to reaching higher levels.

POSITIVE refereeing is the key that opens the door to fun,
friendship and enjoyment for all. Don’t ever be negative.

PS– Will our refs look as good as Wayne in pink
shirts this season? Suits you, Sirs.

